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News?

• Anyone having anything unexpected in the news 
at the moment?

• Could they have seen it coming?
• Were they looking?
• What’s your worst fear?

• Sir Philip Green paid ‘several employees 
enormous seven figure sums’ to keep ahead of 
the unexpected



Your most dangerous areas

• Colleagues

• Students

• Buildings



Your best assets

• Colleagues

• Students

• Community

• Friends



What is at risk?

• Reputation

• Relationships

• Trust



Reputation ★

– Reputation is something that has to be     
earned, but cannot be bought. 

– Reputation is the result of former actions 
as well as current behavior and it creates 
expectations. 



Satisfaction

• Is the difference between 
expectation and experience

• How are those expectations 
being built and managed?



Reputation ★

• Credibility

• Reliability

• Trustworthiness

• Confidence

• Humanity

• Cost effectiveness



Relationships

• Who cares?

• Who is going to march for you?



Trust ★

Trust is the cement in the relationship between 

institutions and civil society. 

Affected by inequality internally and externally

When trust breaks down, civil society either 

withdraws from participation or protests



Truth?

• The sense by which we take our bearings (how 
we weigh truth and lies) in the real world is 
being destroyed – Hannah Arendt 1951

• Nearly seventy years later – here we are again



Truth 

• Without facts, societies could be extremely 
dark places

• Indiscriminate use of the word fake 





Public Relations ★

• Public relations is the discipline which 
looks after reputation, with the aim of 
earning understanding and support and 
influencing opinion and behaviour. 



Wei Jii



What do you need to balance?

• Risk – opportunity

• Main factors - Reputation – relationships –
trust



That Paedophile

• Excellent principal (don’t make me cry) Took 
hold of the opportunity with both hands

• Reputation – local paper very negative

• Relationships – brand new principal

• Trust – shared it well



Confidence ★

• Efforts to improve communication must be 
collective, not individual

• The communication function must be 
confident and trusted

• It must involve the whole organisaion



Planning for Crisis and Opportunity

• Build and train a team

• Run scenarios to test the message

• Issues management – reduce the unexpected 
– the Principal’s affair

• List all relationships

• Manage like a cash flow forecast



Social Media

• Turn it off?

• Not good at empathy

• Usually run by marketing

• Must be monitored closely

• Inform from the top

• Does your Principal tweet?

• Do they need to change their voice in a crisis?



Social Media

• After just ten years, a whole generation knows 
no other communication world

• Information chaos? (3000 tweets in 466 days!)

• How long is your pipeline?



What do you do if it happens?

• Having sorted out your approach with the 

lawyers and insurers…..

• Apologise – say sorry or…

• Inform

• Never speculate, argue or make defensive 

excuses

• But never shrink from standing up for your 

organisation



The debate

•Or



Only…

• Only clear values will carry you through

• Only one message

• Only one tone

• Only one ‘voice’

• All must be set well ahead and tested

• Do not define yourselves by others’ views

• Defence does not lead to glory



• Hug a Hack

• Sustain your staff – reach everyone personally

• Rebuild the confidence of your organisation

• Meet and involve people’s concerns

• Pamper politicians

• Community relations

• Remember crisis magnetism

• Never blame the media or anyone else



Drawing that line under it

• Has the right thing been done?

• You cannot move on until it has.



Two plane crashes

One chairman



Thank you!


